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Part IA 礼儀作法  Reigi Sahō   Etiquette, & Propriety  

 

座礼                                                         Zarei                            Bowing while sitting 

立礼                  Ritsurei        Standing bow 

 

Part IB  立礼   Ritsurei  Standing bow 
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Part II 礼儀作法    Reigi Sahō    Etiquette, & Propriety 

 

気を付けって             Ki o tsukette                  Attention  

正座     Seiza    Sit  

黙想     Mokuso    Meditate  

黙想それまで                     Mokuso Soremade  Finish meditating  

正面に礼                               Shōmen ni  - rei                 Bow to the front! 

先生いに礼              Sensei ni  - rei              Bow to the Teacher! 

先輩  いに礼                      Sempai ni  - rei   Bow to the Senior! 

お互いに礼              Otagai ni - rei                 Face each other!  

 お願いします            Onegai shimasu        If you please 

 もとの いちに もどす               Moto no ichi ni modosu.. to return to its original position 

 どうも有り難うございました   Dōmo arigatō gozaimashita  Thank you very much (most   

           formal) 

   お疲れ様でした      Otsukare-sama deshita   I appreciate your efforts,  

         thank you  very much, good  
         work! 

  失礼します    Shitsurei Shimasu!   Excuse me! 

Part IIl 礼儀作法    Reigi Sahō    Etiquette, & Propriety 

The Dojo is a special place where we train ourselves physically and mentally.  The student 
should respect the Dojo and observe the following etiquette. 

1. The student should observe the training schedule.  The student must try not to be late or be 
absent for training.  Consistency is a sign of sincerity!  If you arrive late, do not interrupt; 
join the group without being conspicuous – Sit in Seiza; say ‘Oneigaishimasu’; wait for 
a Senior to acknowledge you, and then join the class.   

2. Before entering the Dojo, remove outer clothing such as coat, scarf, and hat.  After taking off 
your shoes at the entrance, place them neatly in order.  If you find some shoes in disorder, 
place them in order too.  Turn off your pager or mobile phone during training.  Unless given 
permission due to work or emergencies! 

3. If a senior student (Sempai) is standing behind you at the entrance, let him /her/other goes in 
first.   

4. Upon entering the Dojo, bow and say "Onegai shimasu" meaning, "Please help me (for my 
training)", clearly and cheerfully.   

5. Always be polite to your instructor (Shidoin), senior students and elders.   

6. Before starting practice, go to the toilet.   

7. Always keep your Dogi (道衣) clean and tidy, and practice in clean training clothes.   

8. Beware of your physical condition.  Do not force yourself to do the impossible.   

9. Keep your fingernails and toe nails short and clean and do not wear any sharp metal articles 
(such as watch, necklace, rings…etc) to prevent injury to other students as well as yourself 
when practicing together.  In addition, it prevents loss or damage to those articles.  Wedding 
bands are O.K. but you assume the risk of damage.  Piercing are a personal thing but can 

https://en.wiktionary.org/w/index.php?title=%E3%81%8A%E7%96%B2%E3%82%8C%E6%A7%98&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wiktionary.org/w/index.php?title=%E3%81%8A%E7%96%B2%E3%82%8C%E6%A7%98&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/otsukare-sama_deshita#Japanese
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/thank_you_very_much
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effect your and others training.  Ear, lip, nose, and body piercing should be removed before 
class.  Remember if you are serious, about training, this will not be an issue. 

10. Do Not eat too much for an hour before practice.   

11. Upon entering or leaving the dojo, show respect by bowing to the Shomen/Shzen. 

12. Do not forget to do Warm-up (Junbi Undo) exercises before practice, even if you are 
practicing alone. 

13. 
When you observe the training at the dojo, sit in proper way – Tate Hiza, Sonkyo (Squat), 
KIza, or Agura (cross-legged), and do not stretch your legs out or lean back on your arms.  In 
addition, do not chat, or criticize other people's skill while watching.   

14. When a Shidoin (or Sempai) calls "SHUGO" for training begin, line up smartly, facing the 
Shomen/Shizen.   

15. When Sempai calls "MUKUSO (Means - meditation)!”  Lower your eyelids, breathe deeply 

from the lower stomach, and concentrate on the Tan Den (丹田).  In addition, try to achieve 

concentration.   

16. While practicing, listen carefully and seriously to the advice and instructions given to you 
(also from Sempai).  Remember actions speak louder than words, details count! 

17. When you use the training equipment, handle it with care, and are sure to put it back in the 
correct place after using it.  Do not pick up equipment to train with if you are not familiar with 
it.  Ask for help. 

18. When a Shidoin (or any Sempai) gives you some advice, listen carefully and sincerely.  Do 
not forget to show that you have heard and understood the advice.   

19. Five minutes before the end of training, do the "cooling down" exercises (Seiri Undo).   

20. When Seiri Undo is finished, "SHUGO” will be called. 

21. Concentrate your mind and recite the Precepts of the Dojo (Dojo Kun) Do not be satisfied 
with your rank and accomplishments.  Have an open mind, continue training, and seek to 
learn more. 

22. When Sempai calls for "REI", bow to the Shidoin with respect.   

23. Students should ask the seniors if they have any question about the training.  This is 
important to study karate in this way.  If they do not know the answer then they will ask their 
senior and so on.  When approaching the Head Instructor with a question, bow then ask your 
question and after when done with your question, bow and say thank you. 

24. When you are injured, do not practice until the injury is completely healed.  Very serious 
injury may require a doctor’s note before being allowed to train again.  Watch the training 
during these periods.  PLEASE report an injury that occurs during class!  If you are able to 
train in spite of the injury let your partners know.  Be aware of it, practice safely, and only do 
those exercises or techniques that allow you safe training. 

25. When sick with Cold or Flu, please stay away from the Dojo.  Do info the Senior Student, you 
are ill and will be away. 

26. DO NOT SMOKE!  For cigarettes damage your health in innumerable ways, and does not 
have even one redeeming feature.  If you are a smoker, please refrain from smoking before 
class or any Dojo Function.   

27. When leaving the dojo, bow and say:" SHITSUREI SHIMASU!"  (Means: Excuse me, I am 
leaving now) 

28. The dojo is a serious place.  No unnecessary laughter, horseplay, or loud talking is allowed.   

29. Maintain personal self-control. Never willingly fight outside the dojo.  Karate is for a good life 
and self-defence.  Do not be a bully. 
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道場訓 Dojo Kun 

Higaonna Morio 10th Dan, Founder IOGKF  

 

 

一つ       礼儀を重んをずること 

Hitotsu    Reigi O Omono Zuru Koto 

One         Observe Karate Etiquette with your whole heart and follow truthfully. 

Children’s       Respect others 

  

一つ      勇気 を養うこと 

Hitotsu   Yuki O Yashinau Koto 

One        Apply Courage in your daily life through kindness and generosity. 

Children’s         Be courageous 

 

一つ       伝統 空手 を 守り 日々の鍛錬 を 怠らず 常 に 研究 工夫 を 為る こと 

Hitotsu    Dento Karate O Mamori Hibino Tanren O Okotarazu Tsune Ni  

     Kenkyu Kufu O Suru Koto   

One         Strive to preserve tradition while seeking new and better ways to                 

     develop your training. 

Children’s             Practice daily and protect traditional karate 

 

一つ          不撓不屈 の 精神を 養う こと 

Hitotsu     Futofukutsu No Seishin O Yashinau Koto 

One         Strive to develop an indomitable Spirit. 

Children’s           Never give up 

 

一つ       心身 を 錬磨し剛柔流空手 の 神髄 を 極める こと 

Hitotsu    Shinshin O Renmashi, Goju Ryu Karate No Shinzui O Kiwameru Koto 

One         Strive to master the essence of Goju Ryu Karate through continuous  

                training of the mind and body. 

Children’s           Train your mind and body, strive to master the essence of  

                            Goju Ryu Karate 
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